
JAGUAR &  ALEXA :  YOUR L IFE  CONNECTED
Amazon Alexa is seamlessly integrated with the Pivi Pro infotainment system, bringing intuitive, 
natural voice control1 of everything from navigation, media and phone calls, to smart home devices 

NAVIGATION

Set destinations and search for nearby locations such as 
coffee shops – or just say “Alexa, navigate me to home”

MEDIA 

Ask Alexa to play music from many streaming services. 
It works with the embedded Spotify app2, combining the 
simplicity of voice control with the familiar Spotify experience

COMMUNICATE

Make calls and check messages while keeping  
your hands on the wheel and eyes on the road

LISTS, KNOWLEDGE AND WEATHER

Check the weather, hear the news, set meetings 
and check your schedule

SMART HOME CONTROL

Control features such as heating and lighting from 
your Jaguar while you’re still on the road3

1In car features should be used by drivers only when safe to do so. Drivers must ensure they are in full control of the vehicle at all times. Amazon Alexa is available in specific Markets only. Amazon, Alexa, Amazon Music, Audible and all related marks are trademarks of 
Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. Certain Alexa functionality is dependent on smart home technology. 
2Amazon is always updating the number of media streaming providers that are supported. The following providers have been certified for use: Spotify, TuneIn, Deezer, Amazon Music, Audible, Kindle, iHeartRadio and Pandora. 
3Additional products and setup required for smart home functionality.   

Amazon Alexa set-up requires linking to your Land Rover InControl account by scanning a QR code on the infotainment screen. Amazon Alexa is delivered as part of the Online Pack subscription and will  
be made available to existing customers through a software-over-the-air update. A 12 month subscription is required. Online Pack is available in connected markets only for S specification packs and above.


